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SUMMARY 

This experiment was performed to examine suitability of wet and dry 

whole-wheat sequential feeding on performance and digestive organs weight of 

broiler chicks. Three hundred broiler chicks were used in this study from 7 to 42 

d. The following five treatments were employed: control and two different times 

of access (6 and 12 h) to wet and dry whole-wheat to alternate corn soybean 

diet. The diet of broiler chicks in control were include ground-wheat with 50, 

100 and 150g wheat per kg respectively in starter, grower and finisher diet. 

Body weight, feed intake and feed conversion were recorded at 14, 28 and 42 d. 

At 42 d two birds were slaughtered for determination of digestive organs weight 

as percentage of live weight. Sequential feeding of wet and dry whole-wheat 

and its time were decreased significantly (P< 0.01) feed intake (whole-wheat + 

corn-soybean) of broiler chicks in overall growth period. The whole-wheat 

intakes of the birds given the 12 h sequential wet whole-wheat was the lowest 

(P<0.05). Body weight of broiler were significantly affected by wet or dry and 

whole-wheat sequential feeding times (P<0.05). Broilers in dry and 12 h 

sequential feeding had the lowest body weight in compare to their 

compartments, although, it was the highest in control (P<0.05). Feed conversion 

was significantly improved in wet whole-wheat sequential feeding for 12 h. The 

relative weight of gizzard and intestine were significantly increased in all of 

sequential feeding treatment especially in dry whole-wheat sequential feeding 

for 12 h. The highest cecum weight was observed in broilers received wet 

whole-wheat sequential feeding for 6 h and dry for 12 h (P<0.05). Dry wheat 

sequential feeding for 6 or 12 h increased proventriculus weight. The results of 

this study indicated that wet or dry whole-wheat sequential feeding is not 

suitable for broiler chicks production.  
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